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Abstract: This paper is concerned with the soft-decision decoding of error-correcting code.s in ~e context of

h.f. data transmission. The use of soft-decision information from the data modern results ill an Improvement

in the performance of a forward-error-correction scheme, when compared with hard-decision decoding, with-

out any further redundancy penalty. In the paper, we estimate the theoretical improvements that can be

expected from soft-decision decoding of block and convoluti.onal ~odes, in terms o~ both random,and bu.rst

error-correcting power. Also, this is related to expected codIng gaIns for the GaussIan and RayleIgh fading
channels. In addition we investigate the performance of soft-decision decoding on two types of h.f. modern:
a multisubcarrier parillel transmission format (p.t.f.) type modern, and an experimental serial transmission
s.m.i.d.d. type modern. We conclude that significant improvements in the performance of coded systems are
obtainable through the use of soft-decision decoding,

1 Introduction system considerably more when the channel is subject to

. fading than when it is subject to white noise, in terms of

In a hard-decision error-control-coded bmary data trans- signal/noise ratio (s.n.r.) advantage. It will be shown later,

mission system the receiver/demodulator makes a h~d 0/1 in fact that a soft-decision decoder can (at most) double

decision on each incoming data signal ~efore feeding the the co;rection power of a code, and therefore achieves a

demodulat~d bit to. the error-corr~ctl0n decoder: Fo~ performance that tends to that of the optimum maximum-

example, m a multlphase modulation system a hard likelihood decoder. This increase in power is certainly

decision is made at each phase boundary. This procedure worth having, particularly in the case of h.f. data trans-

results in a degradation of the channel decoder's perfor- mission.
mance. A soft-decision demodulator, on th~ o.ther ~a~d, The main objection to the use of soft-decision decoding

assigns a 'confidence' value to each output bit, m addition is one of hardware complexity. This is because in addition

to the 'hard' binary 0 or! ~ecision.. In e.ssence this means to t~e decoder having to handle and store J bits (where 2!

that each demodulated bit 1~ quantlsed mt.o. Q > 2 level~, = Q) instead of 1 bit per decision, existing soft-decision

rather than Q = 2 levels as m the hard-decIsion case. This algorithms are much more complex than hard-decision

confidence information can then be used to improve the algorithms. This is particularly true in the case of block
error-correction decode~'s perf?rman.ce (in terms of lower codes, as opposed to convolutional codes where the
output bit error rate) without mcurrmg any further redun- Viterbi algorithm provides an effective (although still

dancy penalty. . severely complexity limited) soft-decision decoding scheme.
The use of soft-decision decoding is there!o.re part~c~- In this paper we investigate the performance of several

larly pertinent to the case of hi. data transmission. This IS block and convolutional soft-decision decoding schemes,
because, due to the high channel error rates and the :non- with the accent on low decoder complexity.

Gaussian error statistics that exist on most hi. data l1nks, This paper, which is a conflation and extension of our

ha~d-decision decod~ng schemes simp~y do not. have suf- previous work28,29 develops in the following way. Firstly,

ficlent error-correction power per bit to proVlde useful soft-decision decoding is described. Secondly, we estimate

~oding gain. Soft-d~cision decoding. schemes, however, can the performance improvements that can be expected from

mcrease the corr~ctlon po.wer per ~lt, bu~ at t~e expen,se of soft-decision decoding of block and convolutional codes

further compleXlty. The mcrease IS codmg gain (over tha,t in terms of both random and burst error-correcting power.
ac?ievable wit.h. hard-deci.sion) that can be expected by Also, this is related to expected coding gains for the
usmg soft-decIsion decodmg .depends on se~era! factors, Guassian and Rayleigh fading channels. The characteristics
including the number and spacmg of the quantlsatlon levels, of the hi. channel which have major influences on the
the decoding algorithms used, and the channel character- choice of any soft-decision error-control scheme are then
istics. '. . discussed. Finally, the performances of the schemes used on

. The p~r.r°rmance advan~a~e o~ uSIng soft-decIsion de~od- hi. channels are assessed, by means of decoding simulations

mg for digital data transmission IS clear and well quantified with recorded error data and via real time hi. trials.

for channels perturbed by additive Gaussian white noise '

(eg the Space channel
) . It is not so clear what the advan- 2 S ft d .. d d. . . . .. 0 - eCISlon eco Ing

tage of soft-decision decoding IS when the channel IS subject
to fading, multipath, and other multiplicative noise effects Instead of making a hard decision, on each binary signal
(e.g. the hi. channel). This paper is a contribution towards received, a soft-decision detector first of all decides whether
a qualitative evaluation of the performance advantage of it is above or below the decision threshold, and then com-
soft-decision techniques when applied to fading hi. putes a 'confidence' number which specifies how far from

channels. The results seem to indicate that soft-decision the decision threshold the demodulator output is. This
enhances the performance of a modulation and coding number could in theory be an analogue quantity, but in

practice, if it is to be useful it must be quantised. Thus the
Paper 941F, first received 6th March and in revised form output of the detector is still quantised, but into many

2nd July 1980 more than the two regions of a hard-decision device.

Dr. Farrell is with the Electronics Laboratories. The University An example of an 8-region device is given in Fig. 1. In
of Kent, Canterbury CT2 7NT, England, and Dr. Goodman is with this case the input to the demodulator is a binary signal,
the Department of Electronic Engineering, The University, Hull and the signal space is quantised into eight regions delin-
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eated by one decision threshold and three pairs o(confi- exactlY analogous to minimu:rp Hamming distance decod.
dence thresholds. Each input signal is thus demodulated ing.t 'For example, using the demodulator arrangement of
to give an output character consisting of one binary hard Fig. 1 together with a single repetition code, assume that
decision digit and two binary confidence digits. In general, the code word 1 1 is transmitted. Imagine that the first
a character consisting of log2 Q binary digits emerges at one is detected as 000, and the second one as 1 1 O.

the output of the demodulator, if there are Q regions in Then the s.d.d. to 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 is 4 + 1 = 5, and the

the quantised output signal space (see Fig. 2). Normally s.d.d. to 0 1 1 - 0 1 1 is 3 + 6 = 9 (see Fig. 3). The mini-
Q is a power of 2. A binary code word of n digits is thus mum s.d.d. value is 5, so the soft.decision decoder outputs

represented by log2 Q = J, say, binary code words, each of the correct code word, 1 1, in spite of the error in the flfSt

n digits. One of these consists of the (hard) decision digits, digit. A hard-decision decoder, given 0 1, could only detect

the others consist of the confidence digits of appropriate the error, without being able to correct it. The soft-decision
weighting. If the signal falls in a region of complete con- method of decoding described above is called minimum

~ence, then the confidence digits of the corresponding soft-decision distance (m.s.d.d.) decoding. It is equally
output character are all ones. The soft-decision distances applicable to block and convolutional codes.
d, between an output character and each of the two highest The above example shows that a simple single-error-
confidence output characters are then the Euclidean dis- detecting repetition code (block length n = 2, Hamming
tances between the output character and each of the high- distance d = 2) is capable of single-error-correction when
est confidence characters; the distance between characters used with soft-decision demodulation (d, = 14). This shows
corresponding to adjacent regions being unity. Thus, for that the error control power of a code is almost doubled by
example, if a signal is demodulated as 0 0 0, then the soft. the use of soft-decision detection: an e-error.detecting code
decision distances to 1 1 1 and 0 1 1 are, respectively, 4 and approximates to an e-error-correcting code, or a t-error-
3 (see Fig. 1). A convenient way of computing the soft- correcting code approximates to a 2t-error-correcting code.
decision distance between two characters, when the regions In general,
and characters are mapped as in Fig. 1 is to invert the con- d = d - 1
fidence digits of one of the characters if their decision digits ' (Q )

are different, then modulo-2 add the resulting characters, ~ d'Q for large Q

and finally interpret the result as a binary number.
Th In practice values of log2 Q greater than 4 or 5 (16 or 32

us, regions) are unnecessary, as the increase in performance is

d, [000, 1 1 1] = 000 E91. 0 0 = 1 00 ;: 4 only marginal} In terms of decoder output error rate, the
improvement due to soft-decision detection depends on the

and particular code and channel error statistics, but one to two

d [000 0 1 1] = 000 E9 0 1 1 = 0 1 1 ;: 3 orders of magnitude or more decrease in output error rate,, , for white Gaussian noise channels with error rates in the
The soft-decision distance (s.d.d.) between a received code range 10-2 -10-4, is typical. This corresponds to 1.5 - 2 db
word and a possible transmitted code word may be com- improvement in s.n.r. In non-Gaussian noise the improve-
puted by summing the appropriate soft-decision distances ment may be considerably greater.3
for each digit (character) of the code word. Thus, by com- Codein4 is believed to be the flfSt example of an ~ppli.
puting the soft-decision distances to all possible code cation of soft-decision decoding to the hi. channel. Soft-
the one most likely to have been transmitted may be deter- decision techniques have been very successfully used in
mined by selecting the one with lowest s.d.d. in a manner conjunction with convolutional codes, as applied to a

variety of channels, including the hi. channel.s

1 3 Expected improvements in performance due to- } f ' d th h Id soft-decision decoding
1 0 con I ~nce res 0 s

~ Given a binary block or convolutional error-control scheme,
assume that the soft-decision demodulator quantises each

0 ,decision threshold output digit Vi to 2J = Q levels, symmetrically spaced about

the hard 0/1 decision boundary. The estimate of the ith
{ ~~ } received binary digit is given by the soft-decisionJ.bit byte:

0 0 1 confidence thresholds
-~-- .cl

0 1 0

b~1~~~confidence digits, c } ds=1

\~.:- hard decISion d Ig11 ds=4

8-region soft-deci.l'ion quantisation

ds=6
log2 Q bits/digit , ds=3 ;":~.::'1~'=~~ ...'

demodulator decoder ; I
-:'rJ-:r'TQ::TT

Soft-decision demodulator and decoder Fig. 3 ,Soft-decision decoding example
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[Vi] = [vI V; . . . -zt[], where the square brackets indicate and hence eqn. 2 reduces to
a soft-decision quantity. The first bit of [Vi] is the hard-

dccision estimate, and the remaining J-l bits give an indi- P e ~ Wdh exp (- 'YbRdh)

cation of the confidence of that estimate. The confidence . . . . .f th h d d .. b d fi ed the J 1 bl"t byte ' Assummg that soft-decIsIon decodmg effectIvely0 e ar - eClSl0n may e e m as - '. .
[ ] - [ 1 2 J-l ] h [ ] - [V 2 V 3 -..1 ] l' f -.l - the distance of a code, I.e. d. = 2dh, then for
Ci-CiCi"'Ci ,wereci- ii"'Vi Vi-

lor lei] = [v'i vr . . . vf] $ [11 . ..1] if vI = O. Thus the Pe(soft) = Pe(hard)
confidence of a particular received bit can vary from .

Ic,] = [00 . . .0] (least confident, nearest to the hard- we requIre
decision 011 boundary) to lei) = [11 . . . 1] (furthest away 'Yb(soft)R2dh = 'Yb(hard) Rdh

from the boundary). Alternatively, we may consider that
the demodulator output soft-decision digit [Vi] gives an i.e.

estimate of the soft-decision error digit lei] which has been (h d)

added to the transmitted digit [Ui]. Hence, [Vi] = [Ui] $ 'Yb al1 = 2

[ei], where [Ui] = [00...0] or [11.. .1] only. The 'Yb(soft)
value of the soft-decision error digit in levels can therefore
lie between 0 and (Q - 1), and a value of ~ (QI2) con- which indicates a 3 dB improvement in coding gain. This is

stitutes an 'error' in the hard-decision sense. similar to the improvement obtained in changing from a dh

An estimate of the improvement in random-error cor- th-order diversity system to a 2dh th-order diversity

recting power when soft-decision decoding is used may now system.6
be formed. Consider a block or convolutional code whose Also, P e uncoded ~ exp (- 'Yb) from eqn. 3 which"

decoding constraint length is n bits. If the hard minimum shows that the upper limit on coding gain is given by: ,

distance of the code is dh over n bits, then its bounded- 1 ~ . . .

distance hard correcting power is the largest integer th ~ {( Gc < 10 ogRdh (dB) or hard-decIsIon decodmg
dh - 1)/2}. This gives a per bit hard correction power of G < 1010g2Rdh (dB) for soft.decision decoding

thin. In the soft-decision sense code words (paths) are c

~ d. = (Q - 1) dh soft-decision levels apart, and therefore At the opposite extreme, i.e. for the very noisy charmel,
the bounded distance guaranteed soft-decision error- it has been shown that a performance loss of about 2 dB

correction power in levels is t. ~ {(d. -1)/2}. The smallest is incurred when hard-decision decoding is used as opposed

number of levels that constitutes an error in the hard .to infinitely quantised soft-decision decoding. Also, the
decision sense is Q12, and the maximum number of 'hard' degradation involved8 in using the much more practical
errors that can be corrected is therefore t./(QI2) = 21 Q equal-spacing 8-level quantisation is only about 0.2 dB.

{(d. -1)/2}= llQ {(Q-l)dh -I}~dh for Q large. Therefore, at high error rates on a Gaussian channel, a

Thus, the per bit correction power has approximately maximum soft-decision coding gain of about 1.8 dB is

doubled from thin to dhln. expected. At low error-rates a 2 dB improvement in s.n.r.

It should be noted that the doubling in correction power corresponds to a reduction in output bit error rate of

is an upper bound on the improvement due to soft-decision, approximately two orders of magnitude for uncoded binary

and will only be achieved at very high s.n.r.s. In general, antipodal signalling on the Gaussian channel. At high error

at low s.n.r.s. the average improvement will be significantly rates, however, the uncoded performance curve flattens

less than this. out, and a characteristic of coded transmission is that at

some value of E biN 0 a coded transmission will perform
worse than an uncoded one. The coded performance curve

3. 1 Improvement on the Gaussian channel effectively 'crosses over' the uncoded curve. In this high

Consider the Gaussian channel. If the (single-sided) noise ~rror rate region, the uncoded output bit e~ror rate is o~y

power density is given by No, the s.n.r. is given by 'Y = lmproved by about a factor of 3 for a ~ dB lmprove~ent m

EIN and the bit probability of error is given by the Q EbiNo. Thus, although we expect an Improvement m per-

func~ion formance due to soft-decision decoding at high error rates,f .. 2 ~ A - ~ this improvement will not be large.
P = lexp(-.\" 12)y21Tldx= Q(y2'YbR)

.Jiibii (I)

3.2 Rayleigh channel

where 'Yb = E biN 0 = 'Y IR is the normalised s.n.r. per infor- Th b . . . .
t . b't d R . th . f th b d .dth . e It error probabilIty for the coherent RayleIgh fadingma Ion 1, an IS e mverse 0 e an WI expansIon channe16" b'

factor i.e. the code rate). The probability of bit error for a IS given y.

hard-decision coded system can be lower bounded by P = ! (1 -.u)

Pe > Wdhpdh(l-p)n-dh (2) where

h d .

th .. di f th d th 'Yb.R were h IS e mlnlmum stance 0 e co e over e .u =

decoding block or constraint length n, and Wdh is the 'Yb.R + 1 .

number of bit errors co.ntributed by incorrect decoding of a The lower bound on bit error probability (eqn. 2) is then t
code word or path of dIstance dh. given by:

Asymptotically, at high s.n.r., 7

(I - .u
) dh ( 1 + .u

) n- dn

Q(~~exp(-'YbR) (3) Pe > Wdh\T 2 (5)
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which for high s.n.r.s becomes: capability by only one to b = 4 on average, then g/b =
d d 4.75, a significant improvement.

p e ~ W d

( ~ ) h ~ K ( .!.- ~ h If in the limit, we assume that soft-decision decoding can

h 41bR 1~' double the single burst correcting power of a code, then

( 1 + R
)Assuming ds = 2dh, then for equal output bit error rate (g/b )soft ;;;;.! i""=R

we have At high error rates the improvement due to soft decision

1 - 1 2 will not be mainly in the single-burst correction capability
b(hard) - b (soft)

b th .

h It . 1 b t t . bil .t Thisut ra er m t e mu 1P e- urs correc Ion capa 1 y.
which shows that the soft coding gain is an increasing func- implies that soft-decision will show the most improvement

tion of Eb/No, and that soft-decision decoding requires on a diffuse burst channel rather than a dense burst/long
approximately half the s.n.r. (in dB) to achieve the same guard space channel.

output bit error rate as hard-decision decoding.

Soft-decision decoding on the Rayleigh fading channel is 4 H F channel error characteristics

therefore theoretically capable of providing much larger

soft-coding gains than in the case of the Gaussian channel. The error characteristics experienced in h.f. data trans-

It must be noted again, however, that the expected halving mission depend not only on the channel characteristics at a

in power requirement will not be achieved at low s.n.r.s. particular time but also on the type of modem used.

4.1 Parallel transmission format (p.t.f.) modem

3.3 Burst channels

I h . S t . .

d t f Ki 1 t dn t IS ec Ion we conSl er a p. . . or nep ex ype mo em

It is not possible to derive a theoretical soft-decision operating at 2400 bits per second with a nominal trans-
improvement figure for a complicated time-varying channel mission bandwidth of 3kHz. The data is transmitted in 48
such as the h.f. channel. In general, the h.f. channel can be bit parallel blocks or frames, using orthogonal multisub-

considered9 to be a diffuse-burst channel in which error carrier phase shift keying. Soft-decision information on

. bursts of medium to high density are seperated by relatively demodulated bit is available from the modem?2

short gaps with a low density of errors. As such, any coding There are several characteristic types of error events due

scheme that is used on the hi. channel must have both to this modem structure:

burst- and random error-correction capability. We have (a) random errors

already shown that the random error-correction power of a (b) errors which occur in the same place in repeated

code is improved by the use of soft-decision decoding. It is frames due to stationary frequency selective fading on one
therefore appropriate to assess the improvement in burst or more subcarriers within the band, thus causing isolated

correcting power. repetitive bursts

Consider a random error-correctfng code with a cor- (c) sweeping frequency selective fades which traverse the
rection power of th over a decoding constraint length of band causing errors in repeated frames but in different

n bits. This implies that all bursts of length b ~ th can be frame positions

corrected. Assuming that, asymptotically, soft-decision (d) flat fades across the band which cause large bursts of
decoding doubles the power of the code, then the code errors.

will now be able to correct any combination of two or less Fig. 4a shows a particular received sequence of bits, an

bursts of length b ~ th, or a single burst of length 2th. error being indicated by an asterisk. It can be seen that one

Interleaving is a powerful technique which can be used particular sub carrier within the frame is experiencing a bad

to provide both burst-and-random correction power, whilst stationary selective fade, and contributing errors in almost

still using a random error-correction decoder. If the above every successive frame. Fig. 4b shows a bad flat and selec-

basic code is interleaved to a depth of A then the hard- tive fading situation which is causing frequent bursts of

decision power of the interleaved code over n A bits is such errors. Fig. 4c shows a received sequence of bits in which

that any combination of t h or fewer bursts of length A or two selective fades are sweeping across the band, causing
less, can be corrected. Thus the application of soft-decision errors in successive frames but at different frequencies. In

should allow (at a maximum) any combination of 2th or addition, all the Figures show a varying amount of residual

fewer bursts of length A or less to be corrected. It is there- errors.

fore the multiple-burst correcting power within a given As a consequence of these error characteristics it can be

constraint length that is significantly increases by soft- seen that any coding scheme used on a bit-by-bit basis must
decision decoding rather than the single burst correcting have both burst and random error correction power, and
power. that if a random error-correcting code is used, it must be

A well known 10 bound on burst correcting capability b interleaved in both time and frequency. In practice this

relative to error-free guard space g, which holds for both involves reading the encoded data stream into a 48 by 11.
block and convolutional codes, is given by array, where 11. is the interleaving depth in frames; and read-

ing out the bit stream to the modem in a diagonal manner.
! ;;;;. ~ = 3 The inverse operation of de-interleaving is performed at the
b 1 - R receiver, before feeding bits to the error-correction decoder.

Given a fIXed parallel frame of 48 bits, there exists a trade-
for a ! rate code. off between the time and frequency separation of adjacent
In general, an interleaved random-error-correcting code does bits in the de-interleaved stream. For example, if 11. = 48,
not approach this bound closely. For example, the (23, 12) then bits are separated in time by 48 frames, but will have

perfrect Golay code has b = 3 and g = 20 givingg/b = 6.7. been transmitted on the same subcarrier. Thus, stationary
However, if the use of soft-decision increases the burst selective fades will cause long bursts of errors in the
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de-interleaved bit stream. For this modem, we consider used to strip off the m-sequence; the correlator outputs one

interleaving to a depth of 8 frames, which gives adjacent hard-decision digit, and three confidence digits (i.e. Q = 16,

( bits a separation of 8 bits in time, and ~/8 = 6 bits in J = 4). The m-sequence digit rate is in the range 1-2 k bit/so
frequency across the frame. The nominal transmission, bandwidth of this soft-decision

minimum distance decoding (s.m.i.d.d.) modem was 3 kHz,
as determined by the transmitter ftlter.

4.2 Serial transmission format (s.m.i.d.d.) modem Provision was made to tape-record, during a number of

hi. trials, both the errors in the m-sequence digits (or
In this Section the error characteristics of an experimental chips) and in the hard-decision digit at the output of the

hi. serial binary data transmission modemll -13 are des- correlator. The results of computer analysis are given in

cribed. The modem incorporates frequency domain redun- Tables 1-3 below, and in Fig. 7. Table 1 gives the results
dancy, in that the spectrum of the binary digits to be trans- of an analysis of the incidence of runs of consecutive
milled is spread by sequence inversion keying of a IS-bit errors in hard-decision digits, and Table 2 is the consecu-
m-sequence (see Fig. 5). After the sequence-inversion- tive error runs proftle for this analysis, Each ftle represents
keying (s.i.k.) stage, the waveform is passed through an 11- almost 3/4 hour or recorded data. The guard space is the
stage baseband equaliser,14 adjusted so as to minimise the number of error-free digits between errors.
symbol distortion and intersymbol interference arising in Table 3 gives the results of an analysis of the incidence

the modem due to the various ftlter characteristics. Trans- of bursts of errors in the m-sequence digits (chips), and Fig.
mission is by means of double-sideband a,s.k., with coher- 7 is the corresponding burst error and consecutive error run

ent product detection (see Fig. 6), Digital correlation is proftles for ftle MC 3/3, which is typical.

:::::: :: :::::: :: : ::::::: ::: :::: : :::;: ::::::::::: :::;::::: :;:: : ::::: :::::;::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: : : ;;: ::: : ::: : : :::: :::::: ::::: :: :: : ::: : ::

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~ ;~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~;~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::;:::::::: :::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::"..., , ,.", ' , ,...'..' ' , ' , jJ::":::-iJ:::::f;; \l::t['!:!;i:\:;::::::::::: :::f:j::;::~:t::;l::i:

Fig. 4 P.T.F. modem: H.F. e"or patterns

cyclic m-sequence
product torgenera
encoder

ncp
.am .

InverSionnterleavpr subcarr;pr hf carripr

Fig, 5 Experimental s.m.i.d.d. modem: n-ansmitter Fig. 6 Experimental s.m.i.d.d. modem: Receiver

Table 1: Consecutive errors in hard-decision digits

File number MC 1/3 MC 2/3 MC 3/3 MC 4/3 MC 1/6

Number of digits processed 144000 64000 1504000 47200 428800

Error rate 4.1 X 10-2 10.85 X 10-2 2.1 X 10-2 0.72 X 10-2 1.36X10-2

Average guard space

between runs 38.0 13.1 86.0 252.0 158.0
Average guard space
(discounting single errors) 102 32.7 247 810 443
Average number of

consecutive errors 1.62 1.59 1.82 2.02 2.18
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Table 2: Errors in hard-decision digits: Consecutive error profile
---

File number MC 1/3 MC 2/3 MC 3/3 MC 4/3 MC 1/6

Number of runs of

consecutive errors 3636 4363 1712 168 2672

n" . - --

% of runs of length
1 62.4 61.9 64.9 65.6 64.2

2 21.3 19.3 16.4 10.7 14.4

3 8.94 846 748 13.10 8.30

4 3.71 3.53 3.33 2.98 3.03
5 1.79 2.25 2.51 1.78 2.66

6 0.71 1.50 1.28 2.38 142

7 0.38 0,89 0.93 1.19 142

8 0.27 0.59 1.75 1.19 1.65

> 8\, 047 1.58 1.40 1.19 2.96

Table 3: Bursts of errors in chips (m-sequence digits)

File number MC 1/3 MC 2/3 MC 3/3 MC 4/3 MC 1/6

Total number of

digits processed 2160000 960000 225000 708000 6432000
Probability of error 1.04X10-1 2.15X10-' 0.95 X 10-1 0.504 X 10-1 0.54 X 10-1

Average burst length 4.09 10.22 5.23 2.96 4.32

Average burst length

(discounting single errors) 9.57 20.5 8.73 9.03 11.47

Average guard space 264 15.6 23.8 34.5 40.3

Average guard space

(discounting single errors) 63.1 32.3 40.5 107.6 108.7

The analysis presented in Table 3 and Fig. 7 is based on a The diffuse error characteristics of the h.f. channel is

minimum guard space of 4 chips and a burst density thres- apparent in the results of the analysis. Bursts of errors on

hold of 40% (i.e. bursts were classified as having an error the chips of the serial s.mi.d.d. modem are large than those
density of;;" 40%). on the parallel subchannels of the p.ti. modem, as might be

expected. The largest burst on the MC 3/3 file is 8658
~ and there are 494 bursts of length> 50 chips (see Fig. 7).

1 5 The effect of m-sequence correlation is to make errors in

the hard-decision digits more diffuse than the chip errors.
This is clear from a comparison of Tables 1 and 2 with
Table 4 below; the average run length is less in the chip
errors, and the percentage of short (~3) runs is higher.

The effect of de-interleaving the hard-decision digits is1 to effecitvely randomise or diffuse many of the bursts;

this, together with soft-decision decoding, enables the
essentially random-error-correcting produce code in the
s.mi.d.d. modem to cope successfully with most of the

errors, as will be shown.

~

~ 5 Soft-decision decoding schemes

E

~ Given a block or convolutional code operating over a

decoding constraint length of n bits, the optimum method

1 of decoding is maximum-likelihood decoding, which, for

the binary symmetric channel, is equivalent to minimum

distance decoding. A minimum distance hard-decision
decoder therefore attempts to find the codeword (path)

u nearest in terms of Hamming distance to the received
sequence v. That is, the code sequence which satisfies

1 '

-" min

{ .f (Vj E!) Uj) } = min { t ej

}1=1 1=1

Alternatively, this is equivalent to fmding the minimum

weight error pattern e which will turn the received sequence

V into a valid code sequence U.

burst or run length Similarly, we may define an optimum soft.decision

Fig. 7 Chip error profiles on s.m.i.d.d. modem mini~um .dist~nce decoder (which approximates to a

maxImum-likelihood decoder) as one that attempts to

runs of consecutive errors

fi d h d . . .~ -d . ( . . ~ bursts of consecutive errors m t e co e sequence at mmlInum SOl t lstance mm!-
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Table 4: File MC 3/3: Consecutive error profile
(average run length = 1.26 chips)

Run length 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
% of runs 83.6 10.6 3.2 1.8 0.5 0.2 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.005

- - ---

mum number of level errors) from the received sequence the minimum distance path without any searching, and an
v. That is, . efficient path searching scheme. In this paper we investigate

n } n the performance of two very low complexity but subopti-

min L ([v] e [u ]) = min L mum forms of the algorithm:) (i= 1 i i ( i= 1 [ei]} (i) hard-decision direct mapping decoding24.,25

.. .'. (ii) soft-decision efficient path searching26,27We now bnefly descnbe several soft-decIsion decodmg Both decoding methods are applied to the following codes:
schemes which approximate to this optimum behaviour but (a) a half-rate code with n = 22 th = 3 and g =
also have low comple~ity. The p~rformance of. these c~des 1101000100010001010001 (MD22H) ,
on the hi. channel IS assessed m the followmg Section. (b) a one-third rate code with n = 21 t = 4 and g =

Each code is identified by an abbreviation. 111001010010001011011 (MD2IT) , h

5.1 Soft-decision threshold decoding 5.4 Coding system for s.m.i.d.d. serial modem

Recently, a soft-decisi.o? versio~ h?s been ~~oposed of the Binary data with rates in the range 33-67 bitfs is encoded
well-known hard-decIsion maJonty decIsion threshold by a half-rate cyclic produce code and then interleaved (see

decoding. algorithm1516 ,,;~ch is suitable ~or both blo.ck an~ Fig. 5). '

convo~utlo?al codes.' The convolutional codes mvestl- In practice data digits are fed simultaneously into an outer
gated m this class are: .. (row) cyclic encoder, into an inner (column) cyclic

(a) a half-rate random error-correctmg code with n = 14, and into a r.a.m. interleaver, which can store a frame of 900
th = 2, and generator sequence g = 11000100000101 encoded digits (4 complete product code words). This leads

(T14H) .. to interleaving factors of 56 for the outer code, and 60 for

(b) a half-rate random error-correctIng code with n = 24, the inner code. Two r .a.m.S are used so that encoding and
th = 3, and generator sequence g = 1100000000000 interleaving can proceed without interruption. The inner
10100010101 (T24H) .. and outer codes are (n,k) = 15,11 codes, with th = l(dh =

(c) a h.atf-rate burst and r?ndom-error-correctmg diffuse 3), so the complete product code has (n, k) = (225,121)
code1s ,,:,It~ n = 6{3 - 2, ~hlc~ can correct any 2 random with th = 4 (dh = 9).
errors wlt~m n consecutive bits, or .any b~rsts of length The character consisting of one hard-decision digit and
;;;a: 2 {3 relative to a guard space of n bits. This code has g = three confidence digits output by the receiver correlator

11(00){3- J 01 (~0){3-1 01 (00){30~ (TDIFH) (see Fig. 6) are fed into a de-interleaving r.a.m. Decoding of

(d) a one-third rate code with n = 15, th = 3, and g = the received characters can begin as soon as the r.a.m. is full

111 010 001 001 001 (TI5T). and synchronisation has been achieved; subsequent

detected characters are fed into a second r.a.m., identical5.2 (23,12) perfect Golay code with the first, so that reception can continue uninterrupted.

The perfect Golay code is triple-error-correcting code with Decoding is done by computing the soft-decision (s.d.)
12 information digits in the deocding constraint length of distance between each received (possible erroneous) row or

23. A soft-decision minimum distance decoding algorithm colu!lln (consisti~g of 15 4-digit characters) and all the

has been developed for this code, which is based on error- possible correct Inner or outer c.ode words. Rows and

trapping decoding.19 The algorithm uses permutation columns are decoded alternately m orde~ of confidence

decoding2O in a predictive manner such that both burst and value.. The correct co~e words are stored m.a p.r:o.m. As
random error-correction is possible. the distance computations are done sequentially m a sys-

tematic order, it is only necessary to store the parity checks
5 3 S b . f ..J' . .. d . t of the code words. Also the code is transparent, so that

. u optImum so t-ueCISlon mlnlmum- IS C3nce .

..J
d . f I . ..J only half the words need be stored away as the remaInder

ueco Ing 0 convo utlon coues . .
are InverSions of the first half. When the nearest code word

Optimum minimum dist~nce soft-decision decoding of con- is found, it is read into the r .a.m., via a buffer, replacing
volutional codes can be achieved by means of the Viterbi the hard-decision digits of the appropriate row or column;
algorithm, provided that the encoding constraint length is all the confidence digits associated with any hard-decision
limited to about 14 bits' so that decoder complexity does digit which has been inverted during this decoding (ie.
not become excessive. Viterbi decoders have been investi- attempted error correction) are reduced to zero. Once all
gated by several researchers, and these have been shown to rows and columns have been decoded, then the corrected
exhibit reasonably good performance over both satellite decision digits can be read out of the r .a.m. There is also
and hi. channe1s?1, 22 provision for a second decoding pass, on rows only. All

Recently, however, a hard-decision minimum distance the processing will take place in the time it takes to fill the

decoding algorithm has been proposed that is efficient for second r .a.m., so that the first r .a.m. then becomes free for

both short and long codes?3 The algorithm consists of two storing detected characters while those in the second r .a.m.

main processes: a direct mapping scheme which can locate are being processed, and so on.
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Table 5

Frames Bits Errors Error rate Length, Characteristics

s

File 1 440 21120 964 1 in 22 8--8 stationary selective fading

File 2 440 21120 1951 1 in 11 8.8 flat fades

File 3 440 21120 1350 1 in 16 8.8 sweeping selective fades

J

6 Performance results

6.1 P. T.F. modem

In this Section, we investigate the performance of the cod-
ing schemes described in the preceding Section. The decoa-
ing schemes were computer simulated using files of data-
independent soft-decision error sequences, recorded from

the modem operating over a real h.f. link. Results are

presented for three files which display characteristic error

conditions, as summarised in Table 5.

Each coding scheme described in Sections 5.1, 5.2 and

5.3 was tried on each of the three files, using both hard and ~ '" :t :tc:t :t > I;: Ii;

ftd '. d d . dbth . 1 d d . -o7-o7NU-~N~ -o7-tNU-~N

so - eClSlon eco mg, an 0 mter eave an nonmter- ;::;: ~ ~a aot- ~I~~ ,0 <5 0 ;::;:

leaved operation. Note that the user's data rate depends on ~ I- 19 ~ ~ I- 19 ~

the redundancy of the code used, and is equal in this case Fig. 8 P.T.F. modem (file 1)
to either 1200 bits/s (~-rate code) or 800 bits/s (1/3 rate

code). The results of these simulations are plotted in Fig.

8,9 and 10, in histogram form, corresponding to files 1,2

and 3, respectively. The vertical axis corresponds to the 1

normalised relative output bit error for each c~gscheme.

That is,

( 1) decoder output data errors
F = channel errors x code rate ~

where F can be considered to be the improvement factor in
output bit error rate due to the use of codmg. Both hard-
decision and soft-decision results are presented, the ,,
unshaded area indicating the soft-decision result and the '0
unshaded plus shaded area indicating the hard-decision c~ ~ ~ ;t:\":il;( ~

result. The shaded area therefore indicates the relative ' ~~~ §, c:1 ~ ~ ~ I- t:> ~

improvement offered by soft-decision over hard-decision F" 9 P T: odl9 ({Il 2)

decoding. The abbreviations used to identify the coding Ig. . . . m em e

schemes are as indicated in Section 5. In addition Fig. 11

shows results averaged over all three runs.
From the results presented, it can be seen that soft-

decision decoding yields useful performance gains for all .0

the coOing schemes tried on the p.ti. modem error streams.
Averaged over all results the output bit error rate is "If)
improved by a factor of about 2! by the use of soft- i,:"
decision decoding. This result is in excellent agreement with ~~io
the expected improvement given in Section 3.1, for high ;::"""

'C'

error rates. .: fI
Comparing the different coding schemes, it can be seen "'

that the more nearly optimum decoding schemes perform 0

best, as expected. For example, with the threshold

decodeJs, the n = 14 half-rate scheme and the n = 15 one-

third rate scheme both perform reasonable well. This is

because threshold decoding performs nearly as well as full I- I- ~ I- g ~ I- t- I- ~ .,... g ~

minimum distance decoding for short constraint length, low Fig.10 P.T.F. modem (file 3)
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r- -. ~
:c"

,;,
power codes. As constraint lengths are increased, threshold likelihood decoder over this constraint length. In addition,

decoding wastes much of the power of a code, resulting in at high error rates, block codes perform better than con-

inferior performance at low error rates. This is exemplified volutional codes, because the output burst of errors due to

by the n = 24 half-rate threshold decodeable code. Also, a decoding is restricted to one block length. A convol-
the diffuse decoding scheme, which is essentially low utional code may take several constraint lengths to recover

power, perfonns as well as the interleaved n = 14. This is from the decoding error, thus causing long output bursts

to be expected as both schemes have th = 2. of errors to occur. The minimum distance soft-decision

In general, as constraint lengllis are increased so is cor- path searching scheme when used on the one-third rate

rection power. However, this is only true if the decoding code, however, performs much better than in the half-rate

scheme utilises the full minimum distance and hence cor- case. This scheme was the only one to achieve zero output

rection power of the code. This can be seen by the way in errors (ftIe 3).

which the Golay scheme significantly outperfonns the sub-
optimum minimum distance path searching scheme. Both

codes operate over roughly the same constraint length, but
the Golay scheme is much closer to the optimum maximum

;:
" ~

l

interleaved

'j i

, ",

0

:I: X:X:X>'I-I-~ ~NU-~:;:;'" ~~('oju-«:;:;'"
- N ('oj - ..J .' -, - N ('oj - -' ., -

1-1-00001- 1-1-00001-

~I-~~ ~I-~~

Fig. 11 P. T.F. modem (all files averaged)

signal/noise ratio. dB ;'" Fig.13 S.M.I.D.D,modemh,t trial

-2 0 2 4 6 8 160 mile path; 1 kbitjs; all results averaged

1 )

~

...

QI

1

>-

~

:0 ...

a 0

.0 ...

. ~ 10-3 i;

0. ...

0

"fj; 10-3 hard-decision digit

:0 error rate
a
.0

10 ~

0.

-4

10

,10 ar eclslon

over all decoding

theoretical 105

soft-decision

Fig. 12 White noise tests on s.m.i.d.d. modem decoding (1st pass)

1.5 Kbitjs Fig.14 S.M.I.D.D. modem h.t trial

-2,0 Kbitjs 160 mile path, 1 kbitjs, slow fading conditions
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6.2 S.M./.D.D. modem Values of IfF for the half-rate cOde in the s.m.i.d.d.

. .. modem are plotted in Fig. 16, for the h.f. channel con-
The performance of the s.m.l.d.d. modem was InvestIgated ditions of Fig. 14 and 15, and at 100% and 90% best

by means of digital error tests, white noise tests and hi. frames. These plots confirm the improvement in perfor-

field trials. The results of digital random error tests were mance that can be achieved by using soft-decision decoding.
most satisfactory. For example, a chip error rate of 1.8 x
10-1 (i.e. the channel error rate) is reduced to 4 x 10-7 on 7 Conclusions
the output data digits, after correlation and soft-decision
product decoding.13 The improvement in error rate over The mai~ c~nclusion that can be dra.wn from this study of
hard-decision decoding is about one order of magnitude the applIcatIon of error-control codIng to hi. data trans-

in this case. The white noise test (Fig. 12) demonstrates mission is that soft-decision decoding gives a valuable

that the system is working within about 1 db of theoretical; increase in performance for only a modest increase in com-
that soft-decision decoding gives an increase in performance plexity of implementation. The slow fading (Fig. 15) results

of about 1.5 db at an output data error rate of 10-4 and for the s.m.i.d.d. modem confirm the conclusions in

that this in turn is about 2 db better than the performance Section 3.2 (on Rayleigh fading), namely, that the soft-
of the m-sequence correlator. Three path lengths (120,160 decision decoding gain over hard-decision decoding is much
and 300 miles) and three chip rates (1, 1.5 and 2 Kbitfs) larger than that achievable in Gaussian noise, that it is an
were used for field trials. The average m-sequence digit increasing function of s.n.r. and that it is very approx-

(channel) error rate for all trials is about 10-1, ranging mately half the hard-decision s.n.r. in dB. This last con-

from about 2 x 10-1 for the 300 mile path (1 Kbitfs) to clusion is only roughly verified because the slow fading hi.
about 4 x 10-2 for the 120 mils path (1.5 Kbitfs). Output channel condition only approximates to Rayleigh fading.
error rates range from about 3 x 10-2 to better than Also, the effect of interleaving the the s.m.i.d.d. modem

1 x 10-6, depending very much on the hi. channel con- further affects the comparison.
ditions. Curves of percentage of best frames against out- The results in Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11 for the p.ti modem
put error rate are given in Fig. 13 for all the 160 mile path confirm the prediction Section 3.3 that soft-decision decod-
results averaged, and in Fig. 14 for slow fading conditions ing gives most improvement on a diffuse burst channel

on the 160 mile path, both at 1 Kbitfs chip rate. When the rather than on a dense burstfiong guard space channel. The
slow fading results are replotted as an s.n.r. against error rate flat fading plots (Fig. 9, File 2) almost all indicate worse
graph (Fig. 15) the separation between the hard-decision performance than the corresponding plots for File 1 and
and soft-decision product decoding curves is about 6 db at File 3. This is also confirmed by the plots in Fig. 16 for the
an output error rate of 10-4. This figure is considerably s.m.i.d.d. modem; the 90% best frames performance is
better than the corresponding figure for white noise tests, much better than the performance over all frames (100%),

thus indicating that the performance advantage of soft- because discounting the 10% worst frames will remove

decision over hard-decision decoding is much greater under
fading channel conditions.

2.0
?ignaIJnoisE' ratio. dB .

100.'. best framE's

1.5

1 ~~ E'rror rate

100.'. best frames

...
9: .,
... 1.0
11/
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.".
:0
0.a 1
0
...
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o.
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t1 0'
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"':C ! all results
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160 mile path, 1 kbit/s, 100% slow fading conditions 160 mile h.f. path, 1 kbit/s chip rate
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r many dense bunts It is also inte,esting to uute that inte,- oomplexity h,ve b (n;;;;?: 100)
leaving is most effective on a dense burstflong guard space block codes with rates of one half or more.
channel, as the plots for stationary selective fading with the
p.t.f. modem (Fig. 8, File 1) show; interleaving seems to 8 Acknowledgments
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